If you’re doing professional abatement work, you need a continuous duty heavy grade vacuum. You need one that does the job right the first time, every time. Pullman-Holt understands your needs and has developed a line of HEPA vacs that are up to whatever challenge you can put them to. From backpack style vacs to huge drum canister vacs, there’s something for every type of operation. We know that, as a busy professional, you don’t have time to shop for a new vacuum every time your old one breaks down, not to mention the financial considerations. That’s why we’ve designed all Pullman-Holt HEPA vacs with quality and long service-life in mind. And, we proudly stand behind our products with a warranty that’s unsurpassed in the safety/environmental industry.

So, take a few minutes now to look over this brochure and select the models that will best suit your needs. Once you place your order and receive your Pullman-Holt vac(s), you won’t have to think about your vacuum equipment any more. It’ll just be there, ready to go when you are. Now that’s peace of mind!

MODEL 102ASB DA (B160446)

Our super heavy-duty drum style HEPA vac, model 102, sits atop a steel drum to create the ultimate in vacuum recovery capacity. This unit features an unsurpassed 55 gallons of wet recovery capacity and a whopping 7.2 bushels of dry capacity. When the job seems daunting, the 102 Drum model fits the bill. *Drum not included.*

¥ 2HP, 2 stage by-pass motor, 11.1 AMPS, 105 waterlift, 110 CFM
¥ Louvered head diffuses exhaust air to prevent excessive air disturbance.
¥ Complete tool kit; 10 hose, floor brush, metal wand, floor squeegee and round brush
¥ 25 foot power cord
¥ Vacuum motor warranty 3 years
The 102ASB-12P is one of our most popular HEPA vacs and a true work-horse for heavy-duty service in professional abatement work. Its 2HP, two-stage, long-life motor provides superior vacuum recovery for everything from dry, light particulates to wet, heavy debris. The standard 102 model features a heavy duty poly tank, and is equipped with a high-efficiency drop-in HEPA filter individually certified to have minimum efficiency of 99.99% at 0.3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method). For further filtration, a polyester prefilter is located on the bottom of the HEPA filter and is held firmly in place with Velcro fasteners. Additionally, a dacron filter bag (dacron material sheds dust to maintain vacuum efficiency) covers the entire spacer sleeve and HEPA filter for three-stage filtration. In addition our paper bag provides an extra filtering area and is used in trapping and holding the bulk of any recovered material and can be easily disposed (for dry use only).

¥ 2 HP, 2 stage by-pass motor, 11.1 AMPS,
105 waterlift, 110 CFM
¥ Louvered head diffuses exhaust air to prevent excessive air disturbance.
¥ Uses an air seal gasket between the motorhead and the tanks for a positive lock fit
¥ Complete tool kit; 10 hose, floor brush, metal wand, floor squeegee and round brush
¥ Vacmobile handle and cart w/8 rear wheels and 2.5 front casters for easy transport
¥ 25 foot power cord
¥ Vacuum motor warranty 3 years

MODEL
102ASB-12P
(B160421)

HEPA filter system
hepa filter (B160009)
spacer sleeve (B700306)
prefilter (B700017)
dacron filter bag (B000517)
disposable paper bag (B524253)

Wet/Dry Tool Kit: (B160056)
¥ 5 two-piece metal wand (B521007)
¥ 10 x 1.5 crushproof hose (B000311)
¥ 14 floor brush tool (B527095)
¥ 14 ABS floor squeegee (B527094)
¥ Round dusting brush (B000394)
The 86ASB dry and wet/dry, is a compact steel vac that’s small and light enough to be easy to carry or transport, yet rugged enough to handle the toughest jobs. It’s designed to work in tight areas and is available in dry or wet/dry (5-gal. wet recovery capacity) versions. The 86 is powered by an efficient 1HP motor that delivers a respectable 96cfm. This is a high-efficiency unit featuring a drop-in style HEPA filter individually certified to have a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method). For full three-stage filtration, Pullman-Holt includes a dacron filter bag that covers the entire spacer sleeve and HEPA filter. (Dacron material sheds dust to maintain maximum vacuum efficiency.) And, the model 86ASB includes the same high quality tool kit included with our 102ASB series: 10’x1.5” crushproof hose; 5-foot two-piece metal wand; 14-inch ABS floor brush tool; 14-inch floor squeegee tool (not included with 86ASB5D4C); and a round dusting brush. For ease of use and portability, the 86ASB includes a 25-foot power cord.

When it comes to lightweight, portable backpack style vacs, the model 30ASB by Pullman-Holt is the preferred vac. Its 1HP motor delivers an impressive 101cfm. The model 30ASB is ideal for use in elevated or hard-to-reach areas. It makes quick work of sampling or glove bag work. And we’ve thought of everything when it comes to building power and efficiency right into this model. An air seal gasket between the motorhead and tanks forms a positive lock fit. As with many of our other HEPA vacs, the 30 includes a high-efficiency, drop-in style HEPA filter that is individually certified to have a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method). The model 30 would not be complete, without its; 10’ x 1.5” crushproof hose and round dusting brush. And a 50-foot power cord allows maximum range without relocating the plug to another power source. Consider the model 30ASB for your portable vacuum needs.
The versatile model 45 dry vac from Pullman-Holt is known for its superior pickup capability and long life. Powered by a high-quality motor delivering superior vacuum performance (106cfm). For ease of operation and handling, the model 45 features a positive locking, full swivel hose connection system. Pullman-Holt’s exclusive never-clog dacron bag provides superior pre-filtration. The extra-large-capacity HEPA filter system features a high-efficiency, drop-in HEPA filter individually certified to have minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method). Choose one of four labeling options in the Dry Compact Series.

- HEPA
- Asbestos
- Lead
- Hazardous Mold

- 1.5HP by-pass motor, 9.6 AMPS, 87 waterlift, 106 CFM
- Blow molded poly canister with low center of gravity design prevents tipping
- Complete tool kit; 10 hose, floor brush, metal wand, floor squeegee and round brush
- 25 foot power cord
- Vacuum motor warranty 3 years

The Compact Series by Pullman-Holt, our proven long-life model 45 with its continuous duty and extremely durable motor is the heart of our compact line of vacs. To meet various project needs, we have evolved the 45 model various ways to meet any usage need, wet or dry. Regardless of the type of model 45 you choose, operation noise is noticeably quiet.

The compact series are all easily maneuverable in tight areas. Their low center of gravity prevents tipping. You’ll be amazed at the efficiency and power of any one of the compact series vacs.

MODEL 45 DRY
- HEPA (B160414)
- ASB (B702341)
- Pb (B702342)
- Hazardous Mold (B704129)

Tool kit included: 45 wet/dry (B160424)
- 10 x 1.5 crushproof hose (B702361)
- 5 two-piece metal wand (B702364)
- 10 crevice tool (B702362)
- 16 floor tool (B702367)
- Round dusting brush (B702363)
Introducing the Newest Member of the Compact Series: The 45 HEPA Wet/Dry vacuum. The response to our Compact Series of dry vats has been tremendous and we’ve listened to our customers’ requests for an affordable, wet and dry HEPA vac. The new 45 HEPA Wet/Dry vacuum meets the needs of a wide range of users and features all the same useful features as the standard dry version, like:

- 1.5 HP bypass motor, 9.6 amps, 87" waterlift, and 106 cfm
- Positive locking, full swivel hose connection system
- The exclusive never-clog dacron bag
- 10-gallon wet recovery capacity, and
- Quiet operational sound
- Vacuum motor warranty 3 years

In addition to the above features, the HEPA 45 Wet/Dry uses an extra capacity HEPA filter system featuring a high-efficiency, drop-in HEPA filter individually certified to have a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method).

Tool kit included: 45 wet/dry (B160424)
- 10 x 1.5 crushproof hose (B702361)
- 5 two-piece metal wand (B702364)
- 10 crevice tool (B702362)
- 16 floor tool (B702367)
- Round dusting brush (B702363)
- 16 squeegee tool (B702366)

(for wet/dry only not shown)

The HEPA filter on Pullman-Holt asbestos vacuums provide maximum filtration of asbestos and many other hazardous toxic air-borne dust and materials, preventing recontamination of air. The HEPA filter are rated with a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns, (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test method). Pullman-Holt HEPA vacuums exceed all EPA and OSHA filtration standards.